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British dominions. The power of the Governor to override the Cabinet we would
Strict and confine within prescribed limits For the purpose of main taming peace
and tranVillity In a province we consider that it should be open to the Governor
to takeiaSvsteps and, if necessary, Issue orders m the name of the Government of
^^n^w ^r^ peace on/order. Where the Governor considers .that .an
order issued by a minister should be overruled for the purpose of maintaining
peace and tranquillitv, he should have the power to do so. Similarly, where no
order ins been issued 'by a minister, the Governor should have the power to issue
any order necessarr in his opinion for the maintenance of peace and tranquillity. In
this connection we'cousider that it should be open to .the Governor to direct or
prohibit the transfer of any district magistrate or district superintendent of police
to and from any district, Apart from matters connected with the maintenance of
peace and tranquillity, we consider that the Governor should be given the power to
override the decision of the majority of the Cabinet. If, however, he differs from the
Cabinet on any question affecting (a) the religion or the f religious rites of any class
of British subjects in British India; (b) any central subject; or (c) the interests of
nnnf-her province, he should have the power to refer the question to the Governor-
General, whose decision shall be final.
size of electorate
The   smaUness    of   the    electorates    has     been    made    in    some    quarters
a    ground     of    criticism   "against   the   Councils,     and    it     is     argued   that,
until   the   latter   become   more    largely     representative,    it   would   be  idle   to
think  of investing   them   with larger powers.   It may, however, be mentioned that
a   system   of   parliamentary  government   existed in England before 1832, although
the  electorate was   practically   confined   to the upper classes;   and that even after
the Reform Act of 1832 the proportion of the population enfranchised was less   than
3  per  cent;   it   rose to 9 per cent in 1867 and 16 per cent in 1884.   The growth
of the  electorate in  other   countries has   been   equally   slow;   but the   smallness
of  the electorate has   nowhere   precluded   the   exercise of   self-government by the
countries concerned.   We can conceive  of no reason why the case of India should
be  different. Jt  must   be   borne  in mind   that the comparison of voters with the
total   population   presents   the  size  of   the electorate in a somewhat unfavourable
perspective^ The   complete enfranchisement of   women,   even   in leading European
rojijitries,   is   of  recent   occurrence.   In   India,   owing to social customs amongst
Muslims   and   Hindus, the   number   of   women   enfranchised is necessarily small
and   unduly   lowers   the   general   average.   A   more   true   picture  is afforded by
comparing  the  electorate   with   the   adult   male population, which virtually is the
only   class   from   which   it   is formed.   Looked    at   from   this point of view, the
electorate comprises 46 per cent of the population in  Burma ;   11   to 13   per   cent
in   Madras, Bombay,   the  United  Provinces,    Punjab   and Assam; 9 per cent in
Bengal: and 4 per cent in Bihar   and Orissa and the  Central Provinces and Berar.
Tae percentages, except in the last two cases, are not inconsiderable; but   neverthe-
less, we recognise that a truly democratic government, such as we aim at establishing
!u °rr C0llo*'ry» 1>s   inconsistent with the existence of   a   narrow  franchise.     We,
therefore, propose that   a  substantial   increase  should   be made in the size of the
electorates.
The growth of the electorate during the last ten years and the popular attitude
towards the exercise of the franchise,, in our opinion, amply justify an advance.
growth of yotcstg
The growth of the electorate is less significant of popular attitude towards
ftt&cbue and the reforms generally than the growth of voting. At the elections
for the Assembly in 1920, 25 per cent of the voters in contested constituencies
wenl to the polls; in 1926 the percentage rose to 48. For the total electorate
me tores in the two years were :20 per cent and 36 per cent respectively, the
2£ ^tP^ fgf t? ^rfcain Ponces being much higher, e.g., 47 in the Punjab,
48 in th® Centra! Provinces and 50 in Bihar and Orissa. Polling for the provincial
OooiKals has been equally heavy, the percentages in 1926 ranging from 39 in
in "i*BL f n -M • ^JS in the ^irjab. For the contested constitutencles
«mS2Sw ik ^SS^ m **926   the  Percentage was 61, a remarkable figure for a
comparatively backward province.

